
 
 

HANOVER VS MAGGIE WALKER 

January 12, 2017 

Another outstanding meet!  Nice improvement in the score from the previous season.  Boys beat Maggie 

Walker for the first time and the girls kept it within 20 points this year with numerous close races that could 

have made it even closer.  Final scores: 

 
Girls Hanover  75 King George  94 
Boys  Hanover  105 King George  61 
 
As a team we improved on 37% of our individual swims.  While this is the lowest improvement rate on the 
season some of that can be contributed to year round swimmers participating in their primary events – 
difficult to get a best time when you are training hard and not rested, and some might have been adversely 
affected by a week without practices.   
 
The evening was highlighted by a few swims. 
 

1.  Mattie Grant – the single, solitary, only swimmer on the team to win both of her individual events 

(200 free, 100 fly).  She added another win in the 200 freestyle relay. 
 

2. SOPHOMORE SUPERSTARS  Last week it was the underclassmen, led by the freshmen who 
dominated.  This week the underclassmen once again highlighted the top times drop list.  
Once again the senior class posted the largest time drop of the week with Jack Iglehart’s 35 
second drop in the 500 free.  However, this week the sophomore class flexed its muscles.  
Harrison Wilson dropped 15 seconds in the 500 free to go under 6:00 for the first time.  
Jordan Fox  dropped 19 secs in the 500 free and went under 7:00 for the first time.  George 
Temple sliced off 7 seconds in the 100 free.  Michael Neller crushed his 100 fly time by 
nearly 15 seconds and secured his first Kecoughtan Invite cut in the 100 breast.     
 

3.  Kellie Brown and the 50 free and 100 fly.  Kellie has had a long road back from an injury and just 

swam her first dual meet last week.  This week she continued her progress by swimming the 100 fly for the 
first time and diving from the blocks.  Due to her hard work, Kellie is ahead in her recovery schedule.  Stay 
vigilant!  You are AWESOME!   
 
With Claire Grant and Kellie Brown now back training strong, the girls team is starting to hit its stride – just 
in time for Conferences. 
 

4.  First time 500 freestyle swimmer:  Savvy Holzshu 

 



New Time Standards Achieved. 
If you make a State, Regional, Kecoughtan or Hawk Invitational qualifying standards, this means you have 
qualified for that meet and are eligible to participate.  This is not a guarantee as we have multiple swimmers 
that qualify for these meets and we are limited in how many swimmers can compete in each event. 

 

If you have a State cut, you also have everything other cut below.  If you have a Regional cut, you also have 
everything else below.  Etc, etc. 

 

Team Records 

N/a 

 

States 
N/a 

 

Regions 

Jonathan Moss, 200 free 

Ellie Sherry, 50 free 

 

Kecoughtan Invitational 

Jack  Hufner, 200 IM 

Michael Neller, 100 breast 

Madison Walters, 100 breast 

 

Hawk Invitational 

Kellie Brown, 50 free, 100 fly 

Josh Chadwick, 100 fly 

Rylee Evans,  50 free 

Natalie Falls, 100 & 200 free 

Brooke Foster, 100 fly 

Aidan Loftus, 50 free 

Reese Tunstall, 50 free 

Harrison Wilson, 500 free 

 

Hanover High School Varsity Letter standard 

N/a 

 
Top Time Drops 

Jack Iglehart  500 free -35.02 

Patrick Chodorov 100 fly  -19.66 

Jordan Fox  500 free -19.36 

Harrison Wilson 500 free -15.06 

Michael Neller 100 fly  -14.91 



Natalie Falls  200 free -11.74 

Jack Hufner  200 IM  -11.21 

Cole Newton  100 back -8.50 

Georgia Temple 100 free -7.10 

Brooke Foster 100 fly  -6.82 

Cole Newton  50 free  -4.28 

Patrick Chodorov 100 back -3.84 

Natalie Falls  100 free -3.80 

Lucy Geen  200 free -3.66 

Georgia Temple 50 free  -3.28 

Aidan Loftus  50 free  -2.85 

 

NEXT MEET:  Kecoughtan on the 14th,  Colonial  Heights/Goochland on Thurs the 19th. 
 

 


